cally relevant residues can compromise the efficiency
tion in DNA-dependent polymerases and found that ases must have appeared early in evolution, the lack of such transitions are typically well described by the lowsequence similarity (except in the active site) is surprisest and/or the second lowest frequency normal modes ing. Using sequence comparison and crystallographic deduced from the structure of the open form. The previstructures, polymerases have been classified into sevous studies have focused only on the overall motions eral different families. The molecular structures of a using the ENM of polymerases. A molecular undernumber of polymerases have been determined (Steitz, standing also requires identification of the network of 1999). These include the well-characterized structures residues that are involved in triggering the domain mobelonging to DNA polymerase I (or pol I), DNA polymertions. We hypothesize that if a given normal mode is ase α (pol α), reverse transcriptase (RT), and RNAlinked to a specific biological function that requires acdependent RNA polymerases. Although the detailed curate coordination of interdomain motions, the netstructures of the polymerases in the four families (pol I, work of residues that are dynamically important to the normal mode may be evolutionarily strongly conserved. If this hypothesis holds then mutations of the dynami- cally relevant residues can compromise the efficiency of the enzymes. Linking conservation of the network of thought to consist of two successive rotations of helices N, O, O1, and O2. This complex motion results in residues and its role in function-related dynamics althe closing of the finger-palm crevice (Li et al., 1998) 
. lows for a mapping between biological functions and
The O helix (residues 660-671) changes its orientation the corresponding mechanically "hot" residues.
significantly in order to approach the active site (Figure We establish the hypothesized relation between the 1B) so that the first single-stranded DNA base of the dynamical importance of a network of residues in contemplate can pair with dNTP. This results in the assemformational transitions and their sequence conservably of a productive closed ternary complex poised for tion using four DNA/RNA polymerases as test cases for catalysis. Residue Y671 on the O helix, which is part of which structures and mutational data are available.
the motif B, is highly conserved in pol I family (Delarue Extensive analysis reveals striking structural analogies et al., 1990). among the pol families for the fingers domains (see re-
The NMA analysis (Experimental Procedures; Table 1 helix is somewhat overestimated. The thumb movepolymerases to establish our hypothesis. In all polyment predicted by mode 4 is not seen in the measured merases there is a network of residues spanning a large conformational change presumably because it is inhibpart of the structure that are strongly conserved. Our ited in the presence of a bound DNA duplex. results show that mutations of these residues would Bacteriophage T7 RNA pol I adversely affect the domain motions needed to form a The C-terminal two-thirds of T7 RNA polymerase is hotight complex with the incoming substrate. The altermologous to the polymerase domain of the pol I DNA ation in the normal modes, in response to a perturbapolymerase family. With the exception of a few insertion, shows that communications between residues tions on T7 RNA pol, alignment of the homologous rethat are far apart in sequence and structure is needed gions of T7 RNA pol with E. . This is consistent with the inaccurate description Taq DNA Polymerase I or overestimation of the fingers movement by mode 3. To test the hypothesis that dynamically relevant clusFor this polymerase, we will focus on mode 3 from ters of residues (ones with high δω values) are also likely to be evolutionarily conserved (with high residue now on. (S539, N781, S541, D812, M635, G640, T688, G572, P780, Y571, A638, Y639, S684, D537, V690, G538, Q568, K741, S641,  H784, S686, R557, I810, V841, P730, K642, E830, E683, V567, V687, G542, P742, P563, V554, K577, K793, V685, D770, D569, V796, T835,  C540, N697, A691, L680, L561, W682, N762, E553, V783, Q649, teractions with clusters 2 and 3. found that they all have corresponding counterparts in The structural homolog of the fingers and palm doTaq pol I. The high degree of conservation of some of mains between T7 RNA pol and DNA pol I allows for a the residues is for functional reasons, including interacmapping between these clusters. tions with DNA/dNTP. Just as in Taq pol I, we associate the highly conserved high-δω residues that do not in-1. Residues in cluster 1 (D537, G538, S539, C540, teract with DNA/dNTP as being dynamically relevant in S541, G542, and A548) are on the palm domain.
V687, T688, V690, A691, and N697) is on the fin-
triggering the fingers-closing conformational change Among these the two residues important in catalythat ensures the formation of a tightly closed ternary sis, D537 and S539, are identical to Taq pol's D610 complex of polymerase. We predict that mutations of and S612. Therefore, these map onto cluster 1 of these residues will compromise the efficiency of the Taq pol. In addition, G538, C540, S541, and G542 function of the polymerase. are also conserved although they are not directly
The critical role of residues in cluster 3, which serves involved in the active site. Interaction between as a hinge region to the fingers rotation motion, is eviresidues in clusters 2, 3, 6, and 7 and those in dent from the plot of the displacement amplitude of cluster 1 are mediated by C540, S541, and G542. mode 1. It corresponds to the deep valley between two 2. Residues in cluster 2 (E553, V554, R557, L561, sharp peaks corresponding to the tip regions of the fin-P563, V567, Q568, D569, Y571, G572, and K577) gers (Figure 2A, fourth panel, arrow) that undergoes the are on the fingers domain. The active site residue largest motion. D569 is identical to Taq pol's D637. Therefore, it
The combination of our NMA based method and the maps onto cluster 2 of Taq pol. Others such as structural homology between T7 RNA pol and Taq pol V554, L561, V567, Y571, and G572 are also conallows us to link the eight clusters of interacting netserved although they are not directly involved in work of residues between the two polymerases. The the active site. Hydrophobic residues V554, L561, network of residues in these two structures are highly and Y571 are involved in intercluster interactions conserved and are not only involved in the catalytic with clusters 1, 3, and 4. function of the polymerase but also in the dynamical 3. Residues in cluster 3 (M635, A638, Y639, G640 nanomachines (molecular motors, chaperones, etc.) For the polymerases, there is a remarkable correlathat also undergo largely rigid body motions in retion between the distributions of conserved residues sponse to ligand binding. The procedure we have deand elastic distortion of the relevant normal mode veloped, which combines multiple sequence alignment along the protein sequence. The clusters of high-δω and the ENM of large structures, can be used to identify residues are mostly distributed around the flexible the network of residues that signal such domain movejoints between relatively rigid structural elements, such ments. Identification of the mechanically "hot" residues as helices or larger compact subdomains, and espeallows design of experiments that can be used to ascially at the interface between several subdomains. sess the role of these key residues not directly involved Thus, besides the highly conserved aspartate residues in the active sites. in the palm domain which bind to dNTP, and the two results suggest that mutations of these residues can compromise the polymerase efficiency. Interestingly,
there is no correlation between the coordination number of a residue and its extent of conservation. It appears that mechanically relevant residues are also enwhere d ij is the distance between the dynamical coordinates of the coded in the structure. 
Assessing the Effect of Point Mutation on Normal Modes
sumed to be significant to the function associated with the given mode. Use of average value of S is justified because we want to To probe the effect of a point mutation of a residue R (at position n) on a functionally relevant normal mode M, we calculate the recompare with δω, which is computed using only the coarse-grained structural representation. The position-specific crosscorrelation sponse of the springs connected to R to a local perturbation. The harmonic springs connected to R are changed by a small amount coefficient for a segment of sequence centered at the given position is computed using δk. This local perturbation can be experimentally achieved by point mutations. The response to the perturbation in the frequency of mode M is calculated using δω(M, n) = v M T ,dH,v M , where v M is the eigenvector of mode M and δH is the Hessian matrix of the following perturbation to the energy of the elastic network:
The response δω(M, n) is numerically proportional to the contribution to mode M's elastic energy from the springs that are connected to residue R at position n. This procedure is reminiscent of with W = 50 as the window size. Significant value of CC(i,W) (say the work by Brooks and Karplus (1985). The higher δω(M, n) is the CC > 0.5) serves as a guidance for detecting regions with positive more sensitive is mode M to the point mutation of residue R. It is, correlation between δω and S. Negative or near-zero value of CC therefore, natural to conjecture that residues with high δω(M, n) are indicates negative or weak correlation between them. likely to be conserved evolutionarily if the mode M is associated After identifying the regions with matching peaks (or significant with a biological function that requires coordination of the mole-CC) between δω and S, we calculate the average δω (denoted as cule's conformational changes.
CδωD) for the identified regions. We select high-δω residues as those To quantitatively test our hypothesis, we use the following prowith δω R 2CδωD (here the factor 2 is arbitrary). The selected highcedure:
δω residues are then classified into clusters corresponding to the identified peaks in the plot of the averaged δω as a function of sequence position. Each high-δω residue is assigned to a cluster if a. Perform multiple sequence alignment, with default setting of it is a sequential neighbor of its center residue. In case where separameters, using Psi-Blast (Altschul et al., 1997). For the enquential neighbor criterion does not apply, we use spatial neighsemble of aligned protein sequences, compute the informabor criterion. tion content using S n = log20 + S i = 1...20 p i (n)log(p i (n)), where
We partition δω i for a given residue i further into elastic energy p i (n) is probability of substitution by amino acid i at position n. stored in each spring that links i to its neighbors j within R c = 10 Å A large information value means that a residue at position n is (denoted as δω ij ), which can be ranked and analyzed statistically highly conserved.
for all pairs of residues within R c = 10 Å (excluding j = i ± 1). We b. For all positions n of the given protein sequence, compute the compute the average over all pairs Cδω ij D, and retain only those pairs average CSD and the standard deviation σ S over all N positions: with δω ij significantly larger than the average (for example, δω R 2Cδω ij D). These "high-ranking" pairwise links not only contribute to high-δω values of hinge region residues, but also connect them together to form a network via dynamically important pairwise interactions. This network plays a critical role in transmitting local c. Compute <S> w , which is a weighted average of information for perturbations due to ligand binding to other regions so that the all positions, using functionally important hinge motion can be initiated.
Applications
The above general strategy to identify the network of dynamically important residues for a specific mechanical function is applied to study the open/closed transition in a number of DNA/RNA polymerd. Calculate the weighted Z score:
ases. The specific structures used here are listed in Table 2 
